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The popularity of nano tanks (or tanks under 30 gallons) has exploded over the past few years.

These delicate systems require specialized species that are able to survive and thrive in a smaller

tank. The 101 Best Nano-Reef Species offers expert advice on selecting and keeping brilliant and

hardy fishes, corals, and invertebrates for nano-reef tanks.
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Unfortunately, the kindle version of this book has all the photos laid on top of the text. I've checked

on two different Kindle devices. See the pictures. Doesn't TFH publishing even look at the kindle

version before uploading it? This one is going to be returned as defective.

Sorry for yelling in the title, but the Kindle version of this book has HORRIBLE formatting. I was able

to return the Kindle version and bought the printed book instead. The difference in readability and

quality between the two is like night and day! The printed book is also very small, so it's not like it's

hard to hold or takes up much space. I'm still a huge fan of electronic books, but it would appear

fish/aquarium related books do not translate well to electronic format.As for the actual book, I was

VERY impressed with the amount of information crammed into this thing. I thought it was going to

mainly be a page-by-page listing of fish that are good for nano reefs, but it includes a wealth of

information around choosing your equipment, how to set things up, maintenance required, and

THEN lists out both fishes and invertebrates that work well in nano reef tanks.I would go as far to

say that a beginner interested in starting up a nano reef aquarium could purchase JUST this book



and gain an understanding of all that is needed and what livestock they can put in their tank. That is

not saying this is an exhaustive tome of reef aquariums and livestock, but it is enough to get you

started. I still purchased and am reading other books on fishes and invertebrates to better

understand things, but so far I haven't found anything that would have helped me more in setting up

a nano reef and stocking it than this book provides.

I cant get enough information on reef tanks so any book that is reasonable priced I will give it a try.

This one is excellent. Its easy to understand and has information you will need for any size nano

tank. He gives great descriptions of each fish and how to take care of it. I really likethe way he has

peaceful to aggressive right on the page so you can be sure how you want your tank. The book is

well written withclear pictures. There is information for 5 to 30 gallon tanks, very helpful.

Overall, a well assembled, concise reference for nano and pico reef inhabitants, including fish,

corals, and crustaceans. Only downside is that it needs to be updated. There are now some

significantly better choices in the market than are offered in the book as it currently exists. Five stars

for being a concise reference, minus one due to needing an update to the list.

I am building a 250 gallon reef aquarium, currently with a 10 gallon nano-reef. Essentially, my 250

gallon reef will be a very large nano-reef.The 101 Best Nano-Reef Species is a simple way to know

what to do to make it work. Strongly recommended for those wanting any system under 100 gallons,

or even 250 if you are looking at a reef with no, or few, fish.

Book gives a great outline on taking care of a nano tank. Also has a bunch of tank builds, and

includes a species stocking guide and compatibility guide. Worth it!

Fun, honest, concise and small enough to take inside the store. Lacking in describing all corals. It

was too basic on that.

Big fan of Scott Michael books, and very happy with this newest addition to my library.
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